Fixed Income - Government Agency Trader and Sales

Press Enter after each command to run the function

* Denotes a single-security function
** Denotes a multiple-security function

### Current Markets
- **WB**: Display/analyze/compare bond data
- **WBF**: Monitor world bond futures
- **WS**: Monitor world interest rate swap matrices
- **FIT**: Navigate the fixed income markets
- **USSW**: Monitor various economic data
- **AUCR**: Find global government auction results
- **PXAM**: Monitor Bloomberg Generic Agency pricing
- **NIM2**: Access U.S. Agencies new issue monitor
- **MSM**: Matrix of spreads to U.S. Treasuries
- **TACT**: TRACE reported volume
- **BTMM**: Treasuries and money markets
- **CMW**: Credit market watch charts

### News & Economy
- **NSE**: Perform news searches
- **RSE**: Research search engine
- **TOP BON**: View top bond headlines
- **ECO**: Economic releases by country
- **NI ECO**: Find news on global economies
- **OUTL**: Economic surveys
- **CSDR**: Access sovereign debt ratings

### Finding Securities
- **SRCH**: Search Bloomberg's fixed income database
- **AXES**: Search dealers' AXES pages
- **RMGR**: Monitor incoming RUNS lists

### Multi-Security Analysis/List Management
- **BLRV**: Bond relative value monitor
- **HS**: Graph historical price spreads
- **SS**: Compare spread/risk/proceeds differentials
- **RUNS**: Create and send custom run sheets
- **WANT**: Access a menu of bids wanted functions
- **SW**: Calculate the swap for two bonds
- **BFLY**: Calculate butterfly/barbell analysis

### Electronic Trading
- **ET**: Electronic Trading main menu
- **BBT AG/OTR**: Monitor/trade on-the-run agencies
- **ALLQ**: Monitor fixed income pricing by contributor
- **PCS**: Set proprietary pricing provider defaults
- **FIT**: Navigate the fixed income markets

### Security & Issuer Analysis
- **BQ**: Bloomberg quote
- **DES**: Company's fundamentals/financials
- **YA**: Calculate yield analysis
- **YAS**: Yield & spread analysis
- **YTC**: Calculate yields to call
- **ASW**: Calculate relative value of asset swaps
- **OAS1**: Option-adjusted spread analysis
- **AOAS**: OAS for callable benchmark agencies
- **HZ1**: Gauge total return horizon
- **RV**: Run custom peer group analyses
- **CN**: Display company news and research
- **COC**: Analyze cost of carry
- **COV**: Covenant/Default information
- **CRPR**: Analyze an issuer's credit profile
- **AGGD**: Search for institutional information
- **CBS**: Display a list of comparable bonds
- **CRVD**: Assess relative value of an issuer's bonds

### Charting
- **GIP**: Intraday tick chart
- **GY**: Graph historical closing yields
- **GPO**: Historical chart
- **G**: Access multiple security relative charts
- **GEG**: Access a menu of sample technical charts

### Hedge Analysis
- **TED**: Calculate Euro-future strip hedge scenarios
- **FYH**: Futures hedging
- **PDH1**: Position duration hedging
- **HGBD**: Hedge a bullet bond in the CDS market
- **HCSC**: Analyze single name CDS or index CDS curve trades

### Essentials
- **PDF**: Set personal defaults
- **EASY**: Learn ease-of-use tips and shortcuts
- **BU**: BLOOMBERG UNIVERSITY® - Training resources
- **BLP**: Build custom monitors in Launchpad
- **BBXL**: Learn about Bloomberg calculations in Microsoft® Excel
- **WRAP**: Display information on new functions
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Press the <HELP> key twice for instant live assistance.